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EU farm policy reform as agreed by the Parliament
and Council
 
On Friday, 25 June 2021, Parliament, Council and Commission negotiators reached an
informal political deal on the EU Farm policy from 2023 onwards.
 
This Q&A provides further information on:
 

the measures that farmers should take to better protect the environment, 
how to make EU farm policy fairer, 
how to help farmers on the ground by providing targeted advice, 
who should get EU-funded direct payments, 
how much flexibility national governments will have in transferring EU money, 
how to better prepare farmers to cope with future crises, 
what rules will change regarding the wine sector, 
whether meat and dairy-related terms can be applied to plant-based products, and 
how to control compliance with EU rules more effectively while cutting red tape.
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How should the environmental performance of EU
farms be improved? 
Strengthening EU biodiversity and meeting EU commitments under the Paris Agreement will
become, on Parliament’s insistence, one of the objectives of the post-2022 EU farm policy.
 
MEPs also pushed for EU farm policy to be aligned more with the European Green Deal. They
ensured that the Commission, when assessing proposed national CAP strategic plans, should
also check that they are consistent and contribute to the European Union’s environmental and
climate  laws  and  commitments,  and  the  2030  targets  set  out  in  EU  Farm  to  Fork  and
Biodiversity  strategies.
 
Negotiators agreed on enhanced conditionality, which, as a baseline requirement for receiving
direct payments, is supposed to replace current greening and cross-compliance. Proposed new
rules define nine so-called Good Agricultural and Environmental Conditions (GAECs), two more
than in the current Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). GAECs should be mandatory for both
member states and farmers.
 
MEPs ensured that at least 35% of the rural development budget will be allocated to all types of
environmental and climate-related measures and at least 25% of the direct payments budget to
eco-schemes. However, if farmers’ take-up of eco-schemes is low during the phase-in years of
2023 and 2024, member states will be allowed to re-allocate one fifth of unused eco-scheme
funding per given year (5% of yearly national direct payments budget, maximum 10% of 2023-
2024 budget)  for  other  purposes.  Any unused amounts  beyond 5% of  the national  direct
payments  budget  for  those two years  combined will  have to  be compensated.
 
Eco-schemes should be included in national strategic plans and incorporate practices beneficial
to the environment, climate, and animal welfare. Although voluntary, farmers could increase
their income if they decide to apply them. The Commission should draft an indicative list of such
practices as guidance for national authorities.
 
What happens to ecological focus areas?
 
Introduced in the 2013 CAP reform, the current obligation to reserve 5% of the farm for so-
called ecological focus areas (EFA) – such as land left fallow and buffer strips – should be
transformed in the future CAP into a new GAEC measure. New rules would require farmers to
dedicate at least 4% of their arable land to non-productive purposes and areas. If they want to
include catch crops and nitrogen fixing crops, the share would have to go up to at least 7%, with
3% of the land dedicated to non-productive features or be left fallow and there would be a ban
on using pesticides or on this land.
 
Farmers  should  be further  encouraged to  increase the landmass dedicated to  promoting
biodiversity, MEPs insisted throughout the negotiations. They ensured that if farmers under the
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paid eco-schemes devote at least 7% of their arable land to e.g. buffer strips, fallow land,
hedges, non-productive trees, terrace walls and ponds, the mandatory GAEC requirement
applicable to them would go down to 3%. This would bring more money to farmers and better
protect the environment, MEPs believe.
 
.
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How should EU farm policy be made fairer? 
To increase support for smaller scale farms and young farmers, MEPs pushed throughout the
negotiations  for  a  mechanism that  would  channel  money  from larger,  more  established
beneficiaries to small and newer ones. Parliament also insisted on safeguarding the rights of
farm workers and improving their working conditions.
 
Fairer distribution of EU funds
 
Member states would be obliged to allocate at least 10% of their national direct payments
envelope to complementary redistributive income support for small and medium-sized farmers.
However, national capitals could also use other means to distribute EU funds fairly. They could,
for instance, set up a mechanism to reduce annual direct payments to farmers above €60 000
by up to 85%, and cap them at €100 000, and, if needed, they could also decide to introduce
additional levels of reduction for additional tranches. If such a mechanism is introduced, national
capitals could allow farmers to deduct agriculture-related salaries, taxes and social contribution,
from the total amount before the reduction.
 
EU countries could use at least 3% of their combined direct payments and rural development
budgets to support young farmers. The per-hectare top-up should be granted for the first five
years  following  its  application.  Support  for  new farmers  could  be  granted  from the  rural
development  funding and member states could support  young farmers’  investments as a
priority.
 
Parliament encouraged greater efforts to close the gap between levels of payments for farmers
from different parts of the same member state. Negotiators agreed that national governments
should ensure that all per hectare direct payments within their territories reach at least 85% of
their  average direct  subsidies  by  2026.  The Commission originally  wanted to  reach 75%
convergence by 2026.
 
Social conditionality to protect the rights of farm workers
 
MEPs insisted during the negotiations that the rights of farm workers must be better protected
and came up with a social conditionality mechanism to this end. National authorities in charge of
inspecting working conditions should be in regular contact with CAP paying agencies to inform
them when EU labour rules are infringed on farms and the gravity, and a simple system should
be set up to penalise all breaches.
 
The new social  conditionality mechanism, to be launched in 2025 at the latest,  should be
reviewed after two years to assess its impact on workers’ conditions and ways to improve it.
 
.
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How should information-sharing be boosted to
help farmers on the ground? 
Negotiators endorsed the Commission’s plan to oblige all member states to set up farm advisory
services to inform farmers about all subsidies-related requirements and conditions, ways to
prevent  antimicrobial  resistance,  and what  support  is  available  for  innovation  and digital
technologies.
 
In addition, following the Parliament’s insistence, specially-trained advisors should:
 

help farmers sustainably manage nutrients, improve animal welfare and better adapt
to climate change. 
assist those starting an agricultural venture for the first time or who want to change
their production in line with consumers’ demand, 
advise them on farm safety and social support.
 

.
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Who should be eligible to receive direct payments? 
Throughout the negotiations, Parliament insisted that only those who actively farm should be
eligible to receive direct payments, and that no farmer is left behind. The definition of an active
farmer, i.e. a person eligible for EU direct payments, should be included in national strategic
plans.
 
When defining active farmers, member states should ensure that EU support is granted only to
those engaging in at least a minimum level of agricultural activity, and apply objective criteria to
this end, for instance income tests, labour input on the farm or types of services the company is
providing.  Each  member  state  could  also  draft  a  negative  list  of  entities  that  would  be
automatically excluded. However, the definition of ‘active farmer’ should not exclude pluri-active
farmers or part-time farmers, MEPs insisted.
 
.
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How will it be ensured that money is allocated
flexibly? 
Parliament and Council  agreed to allow up to 25% of the direct payments envelope to be
transferred to the rural  development budget.
 
Transfers from the rural development to the direct payments envelope should be limited to 25%,
and could be increased by an additional 15 percentage points if used for measures to mitigate
and adapt to climate change, foster sustainable management of natural resources (such as
water, soil, and air), and protect biodiversity, and by up to 2 percentage points if used to support
(installation of) young farmers.
 
.
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How to help farmers deal with risks and crises 
MEPs pushed for further measures to help farmers cope with production risks and prepare
better for potential future crises. They managed to convince the Council to make the market
more transparent; extend supply management and volume control to all sectors; and exempt
concerted practices aiming for higher environmental, animal health or animal welfare standards
from competition rules.
 
Improving market monitoring and crisis management
 
MEPs pushed hard in the negotiations to make the market more transparent so that it is better
prepared for potential market turbulence. As a result, the Commission will be tasked with setting
up European Union observatories of agricultural markets that could focus on all agricultural
products. These observatories should collect statistical data on production, supply, prices,
profits, imports and exports, and issue early warnings on market disturbance.
 
Extending the supply management and volume reduction scheme to all sectors
 
The current scheme, which grants aid to dairy farmers who voluntarily produce less in times of
severe market imbalance in an effort to stabilise prices, will be, on Parliament’s insistence,
extended to all sectors.
 
MEPs also managed to convince the Council and the Commission to agree with extending
current rules, which allow time-limited regulation of supply of geographically protected cheeses,
hams and wines, to all other products that benefit from protected geographical indication (PGI)
or protected designation of origin (PDO).
 
Stronger crisis reserve
 
MEPs insisted from the very start that the agricultural crises reserve to help farmers with price
or market  instability  should be set  up as a permanent instrument and not  an ad-hoc one.
Negotiators agreed that it should operate with an annual budget of €450 million (in current
prices). If this is not enough, the so-called financial discipline mechanism – which reduces direct
payments for farmers – should be activated, but only as a last resort and, after pressure from
the Parliament, excluding the first €2 000 of payments.
 
Sustainability-related exceptions from competition rules
 
MEPs convinced member states that EU competition rules should not apply to agreements and
concerted practices aimed at applying higher sustainability standards (e.g. environmental,
animal health or animal welfare) than the ones prescribed by EU or national laws.
 
Value sharing for geographically protected products
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Interbranch organisations that bring together farmers and processors or traders should be
allowed to adopt rules on value sharing (i.e. sharing profits and costs) between operators for
Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) or Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) products
without  falling  foul  of  competition  rules,  says  the  agreed  text.  However,  such  extended
agreements, decisions or concerted practices must not fix prices for final consumers, eliminate
competition, or introduce imbalance into the supply chain, they stress.
 
.
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How will the rules change for the wine sector? 
The vine plantings authorisation scheme, in place from 2016 until the end of 2030, should be
prolonged  until  31  December  2045,  MEPs  and  member  states  agreed.  They  want  the
Commission to review how it functions in 2028 and again in 2040 and, if need be, to put forward
proposals to make it more effective.
 
Wine labels should include the product’s nutritional information, or at least its energy value, with
a link for an electronic nutritional declaration, and the list of ingredients or the direct link to
where the list can be found, says the agreed text.
 
The agreed text of the regulation also reminds member states that they can recognise national
or regional interbranch organisations in the wine sector, bringing together vine growers and
processors or traders.
 
To help EU producers enter new markets, negotiators agreed to include de-alcoholised wines in
the grapevine products category, and defined conditions for using the terms “de-alcoholised”
(actual alcoholic strength of no more than 0.5%) and “partially de-alcoholised” (actual alcoholic
strength above 0.5% but below the minimum actual alcoholic strength of the given category)
wines. For PDO, PGI and TSG wines, only partial de-alcoholisation should be allowed.
 
Parliament and Council rejected proposals to introduce Vitis labrusca species into EU wine
production and refused to lift the ban on six vine varieties: Noah, Othello, Isabelle, Jacquez,
Clinton,  and Herbemont.  They say,  however,  that  Vitis  Labrusca or  these varieties  could
continue to be planted or replanted in existing traditional vineyards, but only if used for purposes
other than wine production.
 
.
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Are veggie burgers, tofu steaks or the use of yogurt
pots for plant products going to be banned? 
No, the draft EU law does not contain any ban on producing vegetarian or vegan food.
 
When voting  on  their  negotiating  mandate,  MEPs rejected  proposals  to  recognise  steak,
sausage, escalope, burger and hamburger as exclusively meat-based products and voted down
amendments on reserving labels used for meat and meat-based products mostly for foodstuffs
containing meat. These plans followed the ECJ ruling that determined that the terms ‘milk’,
‘yoghurt’ and ‘butter’ only apply to genuine dairy products, banning terms like ‘almond milk’, and
tried to extend this decision from the dairy sector to the meat sector.
 
During the negotiations with  the Council,  MEPs also  decided not  to  pursue their  original
proposal to boost protection of milk products and their denominations beyond the ECJ ruling.
 
Nothing will change for plant-based products and the labels used to sell them.
 
.
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How should controls be improved and related red
tape cut? 
From the outset of the debate on the future of CAP, MEPs argued that the policy shift to better
tailor the EU’s farm policy to the needs of individual member states must make the CAP more
flexible without increasing bureaucracy for farmers, including in the area of controls. They
wanted to make controls  more efficient,  increase sanctions for  repeated non-compliance,
ensure high performance of national controls and complaints systems and introduce more
transparency into where EU funds end up to avoid their misuse.
 
More transparency to tackle misuse of EU funds and dealing with unfair treatment 
 
Throughout the negotiations, MEPs pushed for spending of EU funds to be more transparent
and a tougher approach against those beneficiaries who misuse them. As a result, member
states will get access to the EU data-mining tool Arachne to look into risks linked to projects,
beneficiaries and contractors and avoid circumventing of EU rules. By 2025, the Commission
should report back on how this tool has helped to better protect EU funds and if  need be,
present a proposal that could lead to its compulsory use in all  EU states.
 
Negotiators also agreed that the Commission should take all necessary steps to make national
governments respond to complaints about EU subsidies from farmers or rural beneficiaries if
national authorities fail to properly examine and deal with them when lodged.
 
Remedies rather than penalties for missing targets
 
Negotiators agreed on a shift towards auditing how results set out in national strategic plans are
being  achieved.  The  focus  should  be  more  on  a  farmer’s  performance  rather  than  on
compliance with EU rules. Nevertheless, they also stressed that to ensure a level-playing field
across the European Union, compliance with EU rules should also continue to be checked.
 
To this end, they want to give member states more options to avoid financial consequences if
they do not progress sufficiently in achieving targets set out in the strategic plan. National
government should be allowed to submit an action plan specifying how it aims to achieve the
missed targets within a realistic timeframe (not longer than one year).
 
Tougher penalties for recurring non-compliance with EU rules
 
If beneficiaries repeatedly fail to comply with the conditionality rules (i.e. with legal requirements
on environment  and animal  welfare)  they should,  on MEPs’  insistence,  lose 10% of  their
entitlements (up from today’s 5%). Beneficiaries will continue to lose at least 15% of the amount
they are entitled to if they intentionally flout the rules.
 
If need be, the Commission may carry out checks in member states on its own.
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Who negotiated on behalf of the European
Parliament? 
The head of Parliament’s negotiators was Chair of the Agriculture Committee Norbert Lins
(EPP, DE).
 
The chief negotiator on the Strategic plans regulation was Peter Jahr (EPP, DE). His negotiating
team consisted of:
 

Maria Noichl (S&D, DE) 
Martin Hlaváček (RE, CZ) 
Gilles Lebreton (ID, FR) 
Martin Häusling (Greens/EFA, DE) 
Bert-Jan Ruissen (ECR, NL) 
Luke Ming Flanagan (GUE/NGL, IE)
 

The chief negotiator on the Common market organisation regulation was Eric Andrieu (S&D,
FR). His negotiating team consisted of:
 

Anne Sander (EPP, FR) 
Jérémy Decerle (RE, FR) 
Mara Bizzotto (ID, IT) 
Benoît Biteau (Greens/EFA, FR) 
Ruža Tomašić (ECR, HR) 
Petros Kokkalis (GUE/NGL, EL)
 

The chief negotiator on the Financing, management and monitoring regulation was Ulrike Müller
(RE, DE). Her negotiating team consisted of:
 

Anne Sander (EPP, FR) 
Pina Picierno (S&D, IT) 
Ivan David (ID, CZ) 
Tilly Metz (Greens/EFA, LU) 
Krzysztof Jurgiel (ECR, PL) 
Chris MacManus (GUE/NLG, IE)
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What happens next? 
Current CAP rules were extended after 31 December 2020 and replaced by transitional rules
until the end of 2022. Following the political agreement, the text still need to be technically and
legally fine-tuned. It will then have to be approved by the Parliament, first by the committee and
then in the plenary, and the Council.
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